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Veritas NetBackup Subscription
Giving you control over your journey to cloud-first.
Most organizations are in the midst of modernizing their IT
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and future IT and cloud plans, delivering more for your NetBackup
investment—more innovation, control, and value—in support of your
digital transformation.

Accelerate Your Cloud Journey
A Veritas subscription supports your cloud-first approach, giving you
the ability to scale your capacity and maximize the impact of your cloud
investments. It ensures you have ongoing access to product innovation
today and in the future. With a subscription, you stay current on
NetBackup capabilities and innovations with continuous enhancements
that help you future-proof your deployment. Plus, if you have cloud
provider commitment dollars, you’ll be able to use them toward your
NetBackup term subscription as we increase our presence in cloud
provider marketplaces.

✔ Access NetBackup capabilities and
innovations that are only available for
customers with a subscription
✔ Increase the value of your investment
with new product bundles
✔ Simplify capacity forecasting—add
capacity when you need it
✔ Lock in a multi-year contract with
flexible billing options
✔ Provide a single contract for software,
maintenance, and support

Drive Your Success
A Veritas subscription gives you control over your investment,
offering flexible billing options and multi-year contracts with additional capacity purchase options during the initial term that simplify
planning, forecasting, and budgeting. You can manage your continued growth by adjusting capacity on a go-forward basis and leverage
competitive unit pricing over your depreciation period when you scale and add new capacity.

Improve Your Value
New bundled subscription-only products and a single contract for software, maintenance, and support simplify acquisition and minimize
ongoing administration.

NetBackup Subscription Program Summary
NetBackup Product Offers

• NetBackup Enterprise + IT Analytics Foundation (3-year default)
• NetBackup Data Mover + IT Analytics Foundation (3-year default)

Maintenance & Support

• Maintenance and support included in the subscription for the duration of the term

Pricing

• Competitive per-unit pricing

Purchasing Flexibility

• Ability to add capacity as needed
• Single contract for software, maintenance, and support

Payment Terms

• Flexible billing options such as annual or up-front

Promotions*

• Eligible NetBackup customers receive promotional pricing for the purchase of Recovery Vault,
Flex Scale, IT Analytics Protection Suite, and/or NetBackup SaaS Protection

*Limited-time promotions available to current Veritas NetBackup perpetual license customers converting to subscription. Terms and
conditions apply. Contact Veritas sales for information about current license entitlements, eligibility criteria, and commercial terms
applicable to the promotion.

Learn More
Connect with our Veritas team to learn more about how your business can benefit from a subscription.

About Veritas
Veritas Technologies is a global leader in data protection and availability. Over 80,000 customers—
including 87 percent of the Fortune Global 500—rely on us to abstract IT complexity and simplify
data management. The Veritas Enterprise Data Services Platform automates the protection and
orchestrates the recovery of data everywhere it lives, ensures 24/7 availability of business-critical
applications, and provides enterprises with the insights they need to comply with evolving data
regulations. With a reputation for reliability at scale and a deployment model to fit any need, Veritas
Enterprise Data Services Platform supports more than 800 different data sources, over 100
different operating systems, more than 1,400 storage targets, and more than 60 different cloud
platforms. Learn more at www.veritas.com. Follow us on Twitter at @veritastechllc.
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